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The paper is written as an introductory review, presenting summary of current knowledge about chemometric fingerprinting
in the context of TLC, due to a rather small interest in the literature about joining TLC and chemometrics. The paper shortly
covers the most important aspects of the chemometric fingerprinting in general, creating the TLC fingerprints, denoising, baseline
removal, warping/registering, and chemometric processing itself. References being good candidates as a starting point are given
for each topic and processing step.

1. Introduction

Exactly 40 years ago, in 1971, Swante Wold used the term
“chemometrics” for the first time in his grant application.
These 40 years of continuous development of computer abil-
ities and analytical chemistry methods made chemometrics
accessible to any interested scientist. The chemometric tech-
niques allow the researcher to compare and explore complex
and multivariate data by a proper projection methods [1].

The chemometric exploration of chromatographic data
is a well-established topic in the case of HPLC equipped with
different detection techniques [2–4]. The application of this
approach is very wide, from ion chromatography of mineral
waters [5], through oil spills [6], metabolic profiling [7],
different kinds of food [8], petroleum oils [9], and ending in
pharmaceutical and herbal investigations [10–16]. Although
such approach needs some chemometric (mathematical)
knowledge, it is more and more often preferred because of
the lack of the need of identifying every peak or, at least
significant peaks. The chromatogram is treated not as the set
of any peaks, but as an unique multivariate signal. Therefore,
there is an increasing interest in chemometric chromato-
graphical fingerprinting.

Although thin-layer chromatography is a well-estab-
lished technique and its pharmaceutical and herbal appli-
cations are very wide (see e.g., books of Macek [17] and

Waksmundzka-Hajnos et al. [18]), the fingerprinting is done
here mainly in a nonchemometric way. The most often
used approach relies on identifying peaks and comparing
their height, area, or intensity. There is still lack of com-
prehensive fingerprinting TLC approaches based on the full
chemometric processing of collected data. The reason for
this cannot be definitely justified; it is most probably caused
by narrow specializing of thin-layer chromatographers, some
fear of chemometrics, and lack of cooperation between TLC
chromatographers and chemometricians.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to review and
summarize all possibilities in TLC fingerprinting and settle
some starting point for any TLC chromatographer, which
would be interesting in introducing chemometrics to his/her
research.

2. Fingerprinting: Classical and by
Means of Chemometrics

The classical fingerprinting by TLC is done visually. The
chromatographic system is optimized to separate and visu-
alize (e.g., by different colors) all interesting components
from particular herbal sample. Next, the samples belonging
to different herbal species are compared and the differences
in particular peaks are manually notified. Several peaks can
be then proposed as markers, that is, substances responsible
for differences between discriminated classes.
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This allows the chromatographer to analyze an unknown
sample and—based on absolute or relative intensity of mark-
er peaks—to distinguish between particular species or chem-
otaxonomic groups. The fingerprints can be done with
several TLC systems simultaneously, each system allowing
to see and compare the markers found in another group of
phytochemicals found in the sample.

The main disadvantage of classical fingerprinting is its
subjectivity. The comparison of chromatograms is mainly
based on a subjective (not objective) method, mainly chro-
matographer perception. The chemometric approach, al-
though more difficult, is based only on objective mathemat-
ical methods.

The chemometric fingerprinting treats the chromato-
gram as a unique signal, without a need to identify and in-
terpret the peaks. The chromatogram is represented as a
vector—a serie of numbers with a particular sampling rate.
Therefore, each chromatogram can be treated as one point in
a multidimensional space, where the number of dimensions
is defined by the signal length. As the chromatograms consist
of tens, hundreds, or thousands of points, the high multidi-
mensionality does not allow the chemometrician to imagine
such point; however, the spaces of higher dimensions have
analogous to 3D space metric properties (angles, distances,
hyperplanes, etc.).

Considering the chromatograms as multivariate points,
one could measure a similarity/dissimilarity between any two
of them in different manner. The most often used measure is
Euclidean distance (which is analogous to distance between
points in 3D space), and angular distance (which is the angle
between vectors pointed from origin to the two points). The
first one is sensitive to absolute values of the peaks, the
second one works in a correlation-like manner and compares
only shape of the chromatograms. Based on the similar-
ity/dissimilarity or correlation matrix one can perform a
number of unsupervised chemometric techniques, which
will be explained below.

3. Creating Fingerprints

In the case of HPLC, the chromatography equipment allows
a researcher to export a chromatogram as a serie of numbers,
because the chromatogram is already digitized during its
development. In the case of TLC, the plate must be scanned
by densitometer or photographed after development. In a
general way, three approaches can be considered.

(1) Scanning a plate with a densitometer.

(2) Taking a photo of the plate and extracting univariate,
densitogram-like signal along a particular track.

(3) Taking a photo of whole plate, when 2D TLC is
performed.

The densitometric scanning can be performed in ultravi-
olet wavelength or visual wavelength, before or after applying
a developing agent. The scanning can be performed with
one wavelength, several wavelengths, or in multiwavelength
mode. The last one results in the data analogous to DAD
chromatogram, but the main disadvantage is a time needed

to scan the track. Only the newest densitometers have DAD
built in, and can collect many wavelengths during one pass
of the scanner. The plate can be scanned two times, before
and then after development by visual agent, densitograms
can be then combined together with one matrix with more
channels.

In the case of videoscanning, one can take a color photo
at 254 nm light, 366 nm light, or visible light. Each photo
has three channels (RGB), so there is a theoretical possibility
to collect 9 channels of information for the same plate.
However, one must not move the plate under the camera
during taking subsequent pictures to preserve compatibility
of spatial information. For this reason, it is almost impossible
to move the plate out of videoscanner, develop it by some
agent, and then scan it again: obtained photo will not exactly
match the previous one and the spatial difference can make
the chemometric processing almost impossible (or at least
the results will be incorrect). It could be possible with a
special holder, always holding the plate at an exact position,
but to the best knowledge of the author, no commercially
available videoscanning camera is equipped with it.

The images of the plate can be collected not only by
special videoscanning equipment—in many cases a popular
digital camera is also an appropriate hardware. However, it
must be done in repetitive conditions, in the same place, with
the same ambient light, and with the camera fixed in one
position with tripod. The univariate tracks can be then
obtained and exported from the photos by an open source
software, such as ImageJ [19].

4. Chemometric Pretreatment

Before applying the chemometric techniques, proper pre-
treatment of the signals is a necessity. The typical order of
preprocessing is as follows: normalization, denoising, and
baseline removal, followed by warping/registering.

The normalization step is not mandatory and there is
no consensus when it is obligatory—sometimes it makes
the results better, sometimes even worse. Therefore it is
recommended to compare the results with and without nor-
malization. The most often method of signal normalization
is the standard normal variate (SNV) method [20]. It is a
centering to zero mean and scaling to unit variance of each
signal itself (independent of scaling or centering used in
chemometric methods themselves).

4.1. Denoising. The denoising step is also not mandatory
and it should be performed only in the case of visible noise.
However, the densitograms and videoscans have quite a high
noise level in general. The signal processing science knows
many methods of denoising and smoothing of the signals.
The simplest one is Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter (which
can be used also with simultaneous differentiation) [21]. The
filter parameters should be optimized against the correlation
of filtered noise [22]. The other most important method is
the wavelet shrinkage [23, 24]. The other ones, such as digital
filters, Fourier denoising, or Whittaker smoother are not so
often used.
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The optimum denoising method is different in the case
of different noise properties—noise spectrum (and auto-
correlation) and homo/heteroscedastcity. The densitometer
noise is in most cases pink and heteroscedastic whereas the
CCD camera noise is white and homoscedastic. Therefore
the recommended methods are different. The reader can be
referred to two papers with comprehensive comparison of
denoising techniques in the case of densitograms [25] and
univariate videoscans [26]. In the first case, denoising is
more difficult and the Savitzky-Golay filter or Haar wavelet
shrinkage with soft thresholding is a good choice. In the sec-
ond case, the Haar mother wavelet with soft denoising and
any decomposition level larger than 1 was the best choice.

There is also another report [27] on image processing
techniques on whole images (when the 2D chromatogram
is processed and one cannot extract a univariate path).
Several other kind of filters (averaging, circular, Gaussian,
median, and Wiener) can be used here regardless of 2D ver-
sion of previous techniques. This study recommends use
of median filter with the window width optimized against
filtered noise autocorrelation. The wavelet shrinkage at high
decomposition level performs also very well.

4.2. Baseline Removal. The baseline removal process is
almost always mandatory. If this step is not applied, a base-
line variation causes a random variance greater than the
one caused by chromatogram variability. The real trends in
data are then completely obscured by baseline trends; there-
fore one cannot make any real conclusion without baseline
removal.

If the univariate signals are considered (densitograms,
univariate videoscans), the reader is referred to a com-
prehensive study and review of current baseline removal
methods [28]. Many approaches exists in the literature and
the methods of choice could be asymmetric penalized least
squares (e.g., in airPLS implementation) or quantile re-
gression.

In the case of 2D videoscans (images), the simple al-
gorithms, such as rollerball method [29] are sufficient to
filter the smooth baseline trends caused by inhomogenous il-
lumination or spraying. The more advanced methods, used
mainly in the case of 2D gel electropherograms [30] are not
necessary in the case of TLC [29].

4.3. Warping. An another significant problem is the random
shift of the chromatographic peaks. This phenomenon can-
not be fully avoided and the variability caused by these shifts
can also obscure the variability between the peaks them-
selves. This problem is extensively discussed on univariate
chromatograms in [31]. The most often used approach is
called correlation optimized warping (COW) whereas dy-
namic time wariping (DTW), Fuzzy Warping or several other
ideas are also present in the literature [32–34].

Regardless of the method used, there is a need that all
aligned fingerprints contain a set of common peaks to be
warped correctly and the target chromatogram (the reference
one to be aligned) is also carefully selected [35].

The only one way to bypass the alignment/warping
procedure is to use so-called Gram-matrix in the case of mul-
tichannel chromatograms [36]. In TLC this would mean
multiwavelength DAD-like signals. However, the time is the
main drawback here in the case of classical densitometer.

In the case of image processing, a warping step (called
also in the image context “registering”) is a little bit more
difficult. The example approach [29] requires a registering
done by special curves called splines, against the correlation.
The random variation of the spot location in 2D TLC is very
significant and correct processing of such fingerprints are
almost impossible without this step.

5. Chemometrics Itself: Unsupervised and
Supervised Techniques

The chemometric techniques applied to TLC fingerprints can
be unsupervised or supervised. The mainly used unsuper-
vised techniques [1, 37] are principal component analysis
[38] with its robust variant [39] independent component
analysis [40], and cluster analysis, including dendrograms
[41]. In the case of multimode data, such as multichannel
fingerprints, the PARAFAC method can be also considered
[42].

The unsupervised approaches perform analysis taking
into the account some objective criteria, such as dissimilarity
or variance in the data matrix. PCA and ICA find directions
in the datasets, therefore after applying this technique on
the “calibration set” one can store the directions (expressed
as loading vectors) and make a further projections of any
unknown future sample. In the case of dendrograms, one
can add the further samples to dendrogram, because adding
another object does not change shape of the dendrogram.
In all the cases, one should point a significant attention for
outlying objects, as they can disturb data analysis completely
[43].

The supervised techniques are used as multivatiate cal-
ibration methods [44], or as discriminative methods [45],
when data do not cluster against any objective criterion.
Although there is a possibility to construct a regression
model with a number of first latent variables of PCA and
such approach is called principal component regression
(PCR), the analysis of data matrix is then based only
on variance and, therefore, is unsupervised. Due to this
limitation, the most often used linear supervised method
is the partial least squares (PLS), known also as projection
to latent structures [46, 47]. It finds the directions in the
data matrix, which maximize the covariance between matrix
itself and predicted variable, and then constructs a regression
model with several first such directions. There are also some
extensions-generalizations of the method, such as cyclic
subspace regression [48] or continuum regression [49]. In
the case of outlying object, there may be a need to introduce
their robust variants [50]. The linear methods are sufficient
in many cases; however, sometimes there is a need to use
nonlinear ones. The PLS method can be nonlinearized by
applying the radial basis function concept [51]. The neural
networks are also often used [52].
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6. Conclusion

Although the chemometric approach in TLC fingerprinting
requires some prior mathematical and informatical knowl-
edge, there are many publications which can be treated as
starting points for interested TLC chromatographers. Tracing
the citations inside these papers, one can gain all the knowl-
edge for chemometric treatment for TLC data. However, it is
always a nice idea to consult an idea with some experienced
chemometrician. Due to increasing interest in chemomet-
rics, we can expect an increasing interest in chemometric
evaluation of all TLC data.
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